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Abstract
This paper was a summary of the lecture given by Mizuno at Ochanomizu University, 
Graduate School of Humanities & Sciences on May 14, 2006. The main topic was the 
E-Gate English Japanese dictionary, a dictionary edited by Tanaka et al. (2003). Based on 
his original ideas on meaning and grammar (Tanaka, 1990, 2004, 2005), it was argued 
how a “cognitive stance” was pedagogically utilized in the explanation of meaning and 
grammar in the dictionary in order to build up English communicative competence. 
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task handling
language resources communicative competence

E

lexical competence

see look watch keep hold
broad wide every each

inter-lexical competence
E core

meaning
look  see

watch
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break

break break

to break one’s oath
to break eggs
to break the leaves

break break

pedagogical device
break

break break
break

break “intra-lexical competence

context-sensitive

trans-contextual de-contextual
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idea idea
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idea

A wonderful idea suddenly sprang to mind./ I wish I could come up with a 
good idea. I have no idea what could be wrong, but.../ I have an idea 
somehow that he will come. Tell me your ideas on the subject without any 
reserve. / willingly support the idea that S + V... the idea of democracy

the ideas advanced in this present article

collocations

idea idea
idea

idea

idea reification Understanding is seeing [grasping] 
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idea My ideas 
finally took shape. / illustrate an idea / polish an idea / get a vivid [clear, definite] idea / I 
haven’t the foggiest [remotest, least, slightest] idea. / The idea eludes my grasp / catch the 
main idea / pursue the original idea 

The mind is a container for ideas.

idea

an idea in my mind conceive an idea / I’ve got a 
good idea put my ideas into shape / My idea has 
been shaped. Out take an idea 
/ accept a new idea / borrow the idea for X from Y get rid of an 
idea / give up an idea develop [explore, expand] an idea

keep [stick to] an idea / The idea that S + V… is firmly 
rooted. / The idea haunted me day and night. The idea died at 
birth. give an idea / put my idea across to / plant an idea in someone’s 
mind / sell an idea to a publishing company / I’ve run out ideas share an 
idea with exchange ideas with X on Y

In Out put an idea into action / implement an 
idea idea

language resources “Why don’t you 
…?” “I see what you 

In my mind 
an idea

Out
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mean, but …” “I’d appreciate it if you could …” 

Daily Functions
Expressing Emotion Expressions for Strategic 

Management pp.

“I think you are wrong.” 
“I may be missing the point, but ...” “I’ve probably misunderstood you, 

but ...” “If I were you, 
I would ... / It might be a good idea if you ... ” 

“may” “might” “would,” “probably” 
“were”

“might” “would” “be missing” “I’ve misunderstood” 

pedagogical 
grammar

chunk chunking
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Grammar of Rules

Lexically-based Grammar have be get make to, -ing 

doing -ing -ing

conventional expressions
“constructions ” Taylor

networking
even if …/ unless…/ now that …/ 

as long as…/ no matter what… if …were to / if it were not for…/
only to… / so that… / for fear that… / never to…

“grammar in interaction”
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A: It’s much more fun before they fall in love with you, isn’t it? When you’re trying to get 
them.

B: Right. You do a lot of good things for her, you know and she’s just like, not giving you 
the time of day. 

A “When you’re trying to get them” 
“before they 

fall in love with you” B “and she’s 
just like…” “not giving you the time of day” 

A B A
“much more fun” “fall in love with you”

“conventional expressions” “before S V…” “When S V…”
“try” “try to X” 

“try to X” you “X (= get them)” “try”

global local

E

awareness-raising
networking
automatization
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see look watch look glance
gaze stare peep

-ing
to to to BE HAVE

conventional expressions
native-like selection & native-like fluency

Lewis

1. Collocation: a successful idea / entertain an idea
2. Short, hardly grammaticalized utterances: Any other ideas?
3. Sentence heads or frames  most typically the first words of utterances, serving a 

primarily pragmatic purpose: It might be a good idea to …
4. Full sentences, with readily identifiable pragmatic meaning, which are easily 

recognized as fully institutionalized: It seems like a good idea to me.
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